
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY - VIJAYAWADA DIVISION
Office of the Divisional Railway Manager (Commercial), Vijayawada.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
No: B/C 568/TC/Staff/EFT/2019                                               Date:04/9/2019
 
To
 

All CTIs/COR's/TTE's/CBSR's/BC's over BZA Division.
 
               Sub: JPO Regarding remittance of cash collected by TTE's/ Commercial
                       staff and its correct accountal-reg.
               Ref: Sr. DCM/BZA Lr No: B/C 568/TC, dated 12/4/2018.

****
               With reference to the above subject, Sr. AFA/T/SC advised that the
monthly returns being submitted to accounts office with simple remarks as NO
MONEY  RECEIPT  without  any  explanation  from  the  concerned  TTIs  by  the
CTISL/BZA i.e. whether they have remitted with booking office or not. The CTIs
who verifies the monthly return without verifying/ comparing remitted amount
with accounts foils. Deviation of Commercial Circular 40 of 2013 vide items no.
5('c) says that ' the CTI shall  compare the total  amount shown in the
summary of the money receipt with the total'.
               As  per  the  Joint  procedure  Order  (JPO)  No  01/2018  (enclosed)
regarding remittance of cash collected by TTE's/Commercial staff and its correct
accountal are not following by the ticket checking staff. In this regard all ticket
checking staff working over BZA Division are instructed to follow as instructed in
JPO.
               The above instructions are issued time to time from this office. The
instructions  are  once  again  reiterated  that  all  the  ticket  checking  staff  who
are drawing EFT books should follow the procedure prescribed in JPO strictly. It
is also advised that any lapse on the part of ticket checking staff in this regard
will be viewed seriously.
               Note  and  notify  to  the  ticket  checking  staff  working  under  your
control, through SOB under clear acknowledgment.
 
Enclosed: as above
 
 
                                                                                     
                                                                                   for Sr.DCM/BZA
 
Copy to: Sr.AFA/T/SC, for kind information please.
 

File No.SCR-BZA0COML(PS)/7/2019-O/o CH.OS/PASSENGER/COML/BZA/SCR
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